
The JFrog Professional Services team of DevOps engineers, architects and project managers is here to partner with 
you to accelerate your DevOps transformation and a seamless experience for your organization’s cloud migration 
journey.

This document outlines the three phases included in the JFrog Securing Your Software Supply Chain Package.

ABOUT JFROG:
JFrog’s hybrid, universal, multi-cloud DevOps platform is available as both self-managed and SaaS services on a number of cloud service provider 
platforms. JFrog is trusted by millions of users and thousands of customers, including a majority of the Fortune 100 companies that depend on 
JFrog solutions to manage their mission-critical software delivery pipelines. 
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Deliverable: Gap analysis findings report, highlighting the current state of the organization 
compared to industry baseline, from a security perspective. 

PHASE 1: GAP ANALYSIS
The JFrog team, along with the relevant stakeholders, will review and assess the existing maturity level 

of your JFrog security solutions as well as your desired future state.

Deliverable: JFrog Xray and security plugins/extensions in production ready mode - configured, 

optimized and ready for enablement.

PHASE 2:  JFROG XRAY INSTALLATION & OPTIMIZATION
The team will setup and optimize your JFrog Xray configuration, including:
. JFrog Xray policies, rules and watches
. JFrog Advanced Security
. JFrog IDE plugins
. Define Webhooks and JIRA integration guidelines 
. Define Software Bill Of Materials (SBOM) requirements guidelines 
. Implement pull requests scanning with Frogbot integration
. Implement continuous JFrog Xray scanning as a baseline

Deliverable: Optimized JFrog Xray in production.

PHASE 3:  GO-LIVE
The JFrog team together with the customer will enable JFrog Xray for a pilot group and analyze the 

results.

For customers already using Xray, the team will enable the changes from phase 2 into production and 

monitor the results.


